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Background and Objective: The maturation of ultra-high-field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
[≥7 Tesla (7T)] has improved our capability to depict and characterise brain structures efficiently, with better 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and spatial resolution. We evaluated whether these improvements benefit the 
clinical detection and management of Parkinson’s disease (PD). 
Methods: We performed a literature search in March 2023 in PubMed (MEDLINE), EMBASE and 
Google Scholar for articles on “7T MRI” AND “Parkinson*”, written in English, published between 
inception and 1st March, 2023, which we synthesised in narrative form.
Key Content and Findings: In deep-brain stimulation (DBS) surgical planning, early studies show that 
7T MRI can distinguish anatomical substructures, and that this results in reduced adverse effects. In other 
areas, while there is strong evidence for improved accuracy and precision of 7T MRI-based measurements 
for PD, there is limited evidence for meaningful clinical translation. In particular, neuromelanin-iron 
complex quantification and visualisation in midbrain nuclei is enhanced, enabling depiction of nigrosomes 
1–5, improved morphometry and vastly improved radiological assessments; however, studies on the related 
clinical outcomes, diagnosis, subtyping, differentiation of atypical parkinsonisms, and monitoring of 
treatment response using 7T MRI are lacking. Moreover, improvements in clinical utility must be great 
enough to justify the additional costs.
Conclusions: Together, current evidence supports feasible future clinical implementation of 7T MRI for 
PD. Future impacts to clinical decision making for diagnosis, differentiation, and monitoring of progression 
or treatment response are likely; however, to achieve this, further longitudinal studies using 7T MRI are 
needed in prodromal, early-stage PD and parkinsonism cohorts focusing on clinical translational potential.
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Introduction

Ultra-high-field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)  
[≥7 Tesla (7T)] technology has been used in basic science 
and neuroscience applications for the past two decades 
(1,2) and, in recent years, has been maturing for clinical 
applications, with increased performance and availability. 
The greater signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-
to-noise ratio (CNR) of 7T MRI offer better resolution, 
contrast and speed, improving our capability to depict and 
characterise brain structures efficiently (3,4). With the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval of new 7T 
platforms in 2020, this will likely increase the usage of 7T 
MRI in radiology clinics and for research in the coming 
years. There are presently (early 2023) more than 90 7T 
MRI installations worldwide.

With increasingly aged and multi-morbid populations, 
the prevalence of Parkinson’s disease (PD), currently  
>10 million worldwide, is expected to double over the next 
30 years (5). Major clinical challenges include uncertainty 
in diagnosis in early or suspected PD, differentiation of PD 
from atypical parkinsonisms, accuracy and side effects in 
deep-brain stimulation (DBS) surgery, and measurement 
of neuropathology to monitor treatment response or 
progression.

Recent studies have applied 7T MRI in PD using a 
range of imaging sequences, showing evidence for better 
visualisation (6), more accurate quantitative biomarkers (7),  
and improved stratification (8). However, a better 
understanding is needed of how and why these direct 
improvements to accuracy and detail of the measurement of 
PD-relevant pathology could meaningfully impact clinical 
decision making. Reviews have included 7T MRI of PD as 
(part of) their scope (9,10), but the literature lacks a focused 
and comprehensive review on the topic that includes 
recently-published articles (including and since 2021). 
Moreover, previous reviews have not integrated knowledge 
from clinical 7T MRI studies to discuss the potential role 
of 7T MRI in a clinical workflow, or the possible impact on 
clinical decision making.

This review does not aim to make direct comparison 
between 3T and 7T MRI. This is due to their contrasting 
roles in clinical practice. While 3 Tesla (3T) MRI is the 

platform for routine clinical imaging, 7T is most often 
used as a problem-solving tool for difficult cases, taking 
a complementary but different position alongside (not 
replacing) existing MRI machines. A fair comparison is 
further complicated by decades of optimisation at 3T.

In this narrative review, we ask, “What is the potential 
for ultra-high field MRI to improve clinical decision making 
for PD?”. We review (I) the relevance of recent advances 
and challenges in 7T MRI technology to PD, (II) the 
existing evidence from studies that have applied 7T MRI in 
PD, and (III) how and why the recent advances at 7T could 
benefit clinical decision-making for PD. We present this 
article in accordance with the Narrative Review reporting 
checklist (available at https://qims.amegroups.com/article/
view/10.21037/qims-23-509/rc).

Methods

The search strategy and methods are reported in Table 1. 
We identified a total of 307 articles.

Technological advances at 7T and relevance 
for PD

The conventional clinical role of MRI at 1.5T or 3T for PD 
is currently limited to investigating (I) loss of the “swallow-
tail” radiological sign from susceptibility-weighted imaging 
(SWI) (11), indicating nigrosome-1 (N1) degeneration, and (II) 
DBS surgical planning. For general technological advances of 
7T, we refer to recent reviews (12-14). In short, the increased 
magnetic field strength confers a better trade-off between 
SNR, spatial resolution, temporal resolution [for echo-planar 
imaging (EPI) sequences] contrast or other characteristics 
depending on the optimisation of the imaging sequence (4) 
that may yield benefits specifically for investigation of PD (15)  
(Figure 1). The increased field strength of 7T also brings 
additional challenges (12,17), including inhomogeneity of the 
B0 field, gradient field (B1) inhomogeneity, reduced penetration 
of radiofrequency (RF) through tissue, off-resonance image 
artefacts secondary to modulation of the RF phase and 
amplitude, motion artefacts, and safety (18).

In PD, loss of neurons in the lateral substantia nigra 
(SN) is the primary pathological hallmark. The presence of 
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Table 1 The search strategy summary

Items Specification

Date of search 1st March 2023

Databases and other sources searched PubMed (MEDLINE), EMBASE, Google Scholar

Search terms used “7T MRI” AND “Parkinson*”

Timeframe Inception to 1st March 2023

Inclusion and exclusion criteria English language

Selection process Selection conducted by Welton T based on titles and abstracts of articles

Technological 
Advances

B0 field strength 

Coil design 

Parallel transmit/receive 

Dynamic shimming 

Sequence design 

SNR ↑
Acquisition time ↓
Temporal/spatial resolution ↑

Surgical targeting 

Progression monitoring

Radiology diagnostics

Mechanistic discovery

Subtyping/biotyping 

Clinical trial endpoints

Advances in MRI 
Performance

Benefits to Clinical 
Management of PD

Figure 1 Overview of 7T MRI advances and benefits to PD imaging. The MRI image (right) was reproduced as-is, and was originally 
published under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY) license [Gramsch et al. 2017 (16)]. MRI, magnetic resonance 
imaging; SNR, signal to noise ratio; PD, Parkinson’s disease; 7T, 7 Tesla. 

iron and its disruption of the local field homogeneity results 
in a lower T2 signal by reducing the transverse relaxation 
time. Thus, imaging tests in PD have aimed to visualise this 
region and to quantify neuromelanin-iron characteristics of 
a healthy SN. The healthy “swallow-tail” radiological sign 
occurs because the SN is rich in iron while N1 has relatively 
less iron, thus producing an image contrast. Loss of the 
swallow-tail sign occurs when degeneration of the N1 causes 
iron deposition and thus lessens the SN-N1 contrast. Loss of 
this sign in PD has been described (11) and can be visualised 
using magnetic susceptibility-sensitive sequences capable 
of detecting iron concentration (Figure 2, SN and N1). 
Therefore, of high relevance to PD at 7T is the improvement 
in SNR for T2*-weighted or SWI. This could obviate further 
image post-processing, as required on 3T, to reliably visualise 
the “swallow-tail” or confirm its loss (20).

SWI exploits the difference in magnetic susceptibility 
between tissues to create its image contrast. SWI suffers 
minimally from the challenges associated with 7T [i.e., 
increased radiofrequency field (B1) inhomogeneity and 

higher specific absorption rate (SAR) of radiofrequency 
energy]. For PD, SWI has been used in research to 
detect increased iron deposition in the deep brain nuclei. 
Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) applies post-
processing to allow quantification of the underlying 
magnetic susceptibilities, and has thus also found utility in 
PD for imaging the SN (21).

The pathophysiology of PD involves small nuclei, such 
as the SN and subthalamic nucleus (STN; Figure 2). At 7T, 
small structures can be better-resolved due to the possibility 
for higher spatial resolutions, and greater contrast (22). For 
example, at 3T, a routine structural neuroimaging sequence 
has a typical in-plane spatial resolution of 1 mm2, compared 
to its equivalent of 0.8 mm2 at 7T, or even up to 0.25 mm2 
by limiting coverage (Table 2). Better spatial resolution 
reduces partial volume effects, and improves qualitative 
assessment and segmentation precision, including that 
by automated software. More precise volume and shape 
estimates translate into more objective and accurate 
quantitative measurements (23).
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Figure 2 Examples of susceptibility-weighted images gathered at 7T. (A) Shows the STN (yellow) and SN (blue) in a coronal slice 
from a SWI image at 7T. 7T allows clear segmentation of these structures which is normally not possible at 3T without further image 
postprocessing, and is useful when planning deep-brain stimulation surgery. (B) Shows a narrower field of view axial slice through the basal 
ganglia from a 7T SWI image, demonstrating intra- and inter-nuclear differences in texture and contrast in e.g., Pu, SN, NR and N1 as 
compared to CSF. Both subfigures, (A,B), were reproduced as-is, and were originally published under the Creative Commons Attribution 
4.0 International (CC BY) license. Subfigure (A) was Fig. 1 from Duchin et al. 2018 (19), and subfigure (B) was Fig. 1 from Gramsch et al. 
2017 (16). STN, subthalamic nucleus; SN, substantia nigra; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; Pu, putamen; NR, nucleus ruber/red nucleus; N1, 
nigrosome 1; SWI, susceptibility weighted imaging; 7T, 7 Tesla. 

Table 2 Example useful clinical MRI sequences for Parkinson’s disease at 7T

Parameter 3D T1 MPRAGE FLAIR TSE 2D T2* GRE

Voxel dimensions (mm) 0.8×0.8 0.7×0.7 0.3×0.3

Matrix size 300×320 240×320 520×640

No. slices 190 35 96

Field of view (mm) 225×240 175×230 169×208

Slice thickness (mm) 0.8 3 1.2

TE (ms) 4.15 125 15

TI (ms) 2,600 – –

TR (ms) 5,000 9,000 27

Acquisition time (min:s) 8:00 4:00 5:00

GRAPPA factor 3 2 3

Bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 180 244 140

FA (°) 4 180 15

These approximate protocols are a guide and real implementations will vary depending on many factors including the specific hardware 
used. MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; 7T, 7 Tesla; 3D T1 MPRAGE, 3-dimensional T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition 
gradient echo; FLAIR TSE 2D, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery turbo spin echo 2-dimensional; T2* GRE, T2*-weighted gradient recalled 
echo; TE, echo time; TI, inversion time; TR, repetition time; GRAPPA, generalized autocalibrating partial parallel acquisition; FA, flip angle. 
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Research studies in PD have identified a number of 
changes to brain network connectivity using functional 
MRI (fMRI) and diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) 
techniques (24,25). A key parameter in these sequences is 
the temporal resolution, which describes the number of 
repeated images gathered within a given time. At higher 
temporal resolutions, the effects of aliasing (incorrect 
measurement of frequency due to low sampling rate) are 
reduced. Additionally, physiological noise can be more 
effectively accounted for in post-processing when images 
are acquired faster. However, some scan parameters should 
be determined based on the tissue relaxation times (e.g., 
repetition time and flip angle) and so are affected by the 
shorter longitudinal relaxation time at 7T. Secondly, SNR 
would decrease as temporal resolution increases so, while 
temporal resolutions can be vastly increased at 7T, the 
optimal value for this parameter should be chosen carefully.

Evidence from clinical studies

Quantification and visualisation of iron content

Loss of neurons in the SN in PD occurs simultaneously 
with changes in iron homeostasis, and various MRI 
parameters have been used to quantify this change.

The first such study at 7T quantified magnetic 
susceptibility in the SN, showing a significant difference 
between PD patients and controls in the pars compacta, 
but not the whole SN (26). 3D renderings of susceptibility 
across the SN showed variation with great detail. Post-
mortem 7T imaging using various MRI parameters could 
delineate the spatial distributions of the neuromelanin-iron 
complex and ferric iron within the SN and was validated 
using histology (27). This demonstrated a capability to 
differentiate the two, which could be useful for evaluating 
progression of iron distribution in PD. The same group 
later tested their approach, based on the mismatch between 
T2 and T2* relaxation times, in post-mortem brains of PD 
patients, as well as the feasibility of measuring neuromelanin 
in vivo (6). The dorsal SN pars compacta had mismatch 
between T2 and T2* in healthy subjects corresponding to 
neuromelanin distribution, as confirmed by histology. In 
the depigmented SN, no such pattern or mismatching was 
observed. 7T MRI was also able to detect signal changes 
in nigrosomes 2–5 (Figure 3), albeit with less confidence 
than for N1, which had the largest signal reduction (16,22). 
More recently, neuromelanin-related markers evaluated 
at 7T showed a 50% reduction in CNR of magnetisation-

transfer imaging in PD compared to controls and a 1.2-
fold increase in ferric iron loading (7). Other studies at 7T 
have used QSM, for example showing superior CNR and 
improved visualisation of the STN for QSM than T2*-
weighted MRI (30) and secondly to quantify SN volume 
loss (8).

Advanced imaging with magnetic susceptibility based 
techniques at 7T therefore has a proven capability to depict 
the SN in greater detail than at 3T (28) and to detect 
iron homeostatic changes (Figure 3B). By highlighting the 
deep complexity of the SN and its iron properties, further 
questions are raised: the SN is increasingly regarded 
as a complex structure comprising a rich array of small 
substructures which, themselves, vary in composition, role, 
and clinical relevance. Furthermore, the iron content itself 
can be further subdivided into ferric or neuromelanin-
bound iron. It is not yet known which susceptibility-based 
measures might be most useful for PD clinical management.

Radiological assessment

Others have attempted to use 7T MRI in radiological 
studies of PD, to test diagnostic performance and ability to 
qualitatively delineate relevant brain structures.

For example, 7T and 3T T2*-weighted images were 
examined by a neuroradiologist to detect the presence or 
absence of N1 (visualised as a hyperintense ovoid substructure 
within the dorsal/posterior hypointense midbrain region; 
Figures 2,4) (31). Both in-vivo and post-mortem MRIs could 
directly visualise the loss of the N1 substructure, and this 
was verified by histology in the post-mortem brains. N1 
was better visualised at 7T than 3T. Two radiologists were 
able to distinguish 17 PD patients from 13 healthy subjects 
based on the appearance of the SN in 7T SWI images alone 
with good sensitivity (100%) and specificity (96.2%) (32).  
They classified the SN as abnormal if a three-layered 
organisation or hyperintense lateral spot was not visible in 
the more rostral SN, or if there was no hyperintensity in both 
the medial and lateral parts of the caudal SN. Figure 4 shows 
examples of healthy and PD SN/N1.

In another study, combined gradient and spin-echo 
(GRASE) and 3D gradient echo sequences were compared 
at 7T in terms of the CNR in midbrain nuclei (33), with 
both showing good visible contrast for anatomic delineation 
including minute vascular contrast between SN subregions. 
The addition of spin echoes in the GRASE sequence helped 
to increase CNR. Susceptibility-weighted angiography 
(SWAN) was performed at 7T and compared to 3T on 
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Figure 3 Results from recent clinical studies applying 7T MRI in Parkinson’s disease. (A) T2*-weighted 7T MRI visualisation of nigrosomes 
1–5 in a 60-year-old Parkinson’s disease patient from the rostral, medial and caudal substantia nigra (top, middle, bottom rows) with N1 
= purple, N2 = yellow, N3 = blue, N4 = red and N5 = green. (B) Comparison of 3T and 7T MRI T2*-weighted images, showing superior 
resolution and visualisation of substructures at 7T. (C) DBS implantation in a 52-year-old with Parkinson’s disease showing that sub-
parcellation of the subthalamic nucleus (multi-coloured) and red nucleus (red) could assist in repositioning of original (incorrect) lead 
location to the sensorimotor region (blue). Subfigures (A-C) were adapted from their original published versions (cropped), and were 
originally published under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY) license. Subfigure (A) was adapted from Fig. 1  
by Schwarz et al. 2018 (22), subfigure (B) was adapted from Fig. 2 by Isaacs et al. 2020 (28), and subfigure (C) was adapted from Fig. 1 
by Schrock et al. 2021 (29). 7T, 7 Tesla; 3T, 3 Tesla; STN, subthalamic nucleus; SN, substantia nigra; RN, red nucleus; MRI, magnetic 
resonance imaging; DBS, deep-brain stimulation. 

radiologist assessment for SN abnormalities (34). PD could 
be diagnosed using the 7T images with an accuracy of 
96% (in 14 patients vs. 13 controls), and at 3T with 86% 
accuracy. Another study further demonstrated the improved 
qualitative assessment of structures at 7T (35). Finally, 
magnetisation-transfer imaging of the locus coeruleus 
(LC) at 7T has been proposed as a method to aid in PD 
diagnostics (36). Magnetisation-transfer effects underlie the 
contrast in the LC and can be detected at high resolution 
using 7T MRI, which was superior to the conventional 
2D T1-weighted turbo spin echo sequence commonly 
used to image the LC (36). Furthermore, magnetisation 
contrast in the LC correlated with measures of cognition 
and apathy at 7T in PD patients (37), while other early 
studies have explored the optimal LC imaging contrast (38)  
and structural connectivity of the LC (39) utilising 7T  
MRI data.

The Swallow-Tail radiological sign (11) was evaluated 
for reliability and consistency at 7T, and it was found that it 
could be reliably detected (40). The increased performance 
of 7T MRI was able to tease-out the further possibility that 
the sign is individually variable in healthy individuals due to 
the normal variation in N1 molecular organisation.

These studies together demonstrate the capability of 
7T MRI to not only depict the outline and shape of the 
whole SN (Figure 4), but also its inner organisation (pars 
reticulata, dorsal and ventral pars compacta), contributing 
to an improved radiological assessment and diagnosis of 
PD based on MRI, and use of radiological signs to almost 
perfectly discriminate PD from controls in some instances. 
Such data may eventually reduce the need for expensive 
and irradiating dopamine transporter (DAT) scans. The 
usefulness of 7T in detecting early or prodromal signs of 
PD is not yet known.
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Parkinson’s disease

7T

3T

Healthy

Figure 4 Comparison of midbrain T2*-weighted images between Parkinson’s disease and healthy individuals at 7T and 3T. The swallow-
tail sign is visible in the healthy subject for both field strengths. The shape and size of both substantia nigra and nigrosome 1 can be more 
readily delineated at 7T. The red nucleus is visible in the 7T images because they were acquired along the anterior commissure-posterior 
commissure line, while the 3T images were acquired slightly more oblique to coronal. T2*-weighted 7T images were acquired on a 7T 
Philips Achieva using 32-channel receiver coil (2D fast-field echo sequence with TE/TR =16/412 ms, FA =40°, no sense, 2 signal averages, 
FOV =180 mm × 160 mm × 16 mm, and 0.35 mm × 0.35 mm × 1 mm resolution in 9.5 minutes). 3D T2* SWI multi-echo gradient echo 
sequence was acquired on a 3T Siemens Skyra using 32-channel receiver coil (TR =48 ms, TE =13.77/26.39/39 ms, FA =20°, FOV =192 mm 
× 192 mm × 32 mm, and 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm × 1 mm resolution in 4.25 minutes). 7T, 7 Tesla; 3T, 3 Tesla; TE, echo time; TR, repetition time; 
FA, flip angle; FOV, field of view; SWI, susceptibility weighted imaging. 

Morphometry

Several studies measured the volumes of the SN and other 
regions implicated in PD, noting consistent reductions 
in volume in PD versus controls and remarking on the 
advantages of 7T structural imaging in contrast and spatial 
resolution for volumetrics (8,23,33,41-44). Studies of 
atrophy have not been confined to the midbrain nuclei, as a 
global cortical reduction has also recently been found using 
7T, with predominance in prefrontal and hippocampal 
regions (45). The clinical utility of 7T for the purpose of 
improved atrophy measurements may be limited, since 

atrophy is prominent in later stages of PD. On the other 
hand, brain atrophy patterns in PD appear to have distinct 
subtypes (46), which could hint at variation in underlying 
aetiology, and 7T MRI could identify these with greater 
detail and accuracy.

Others have attempted to parameterize the shape of the 
SN, taking advantage of higher spatial resolution to measure 
differences in the smoothness of the lateral SN surface. 
Using a T2*-weighted sequence at 7T with 0.25 mm2

 voxel 
size, an early study demonstrated the clear delineation of 
shapes and boundaries of the SN (42). The authors noted 
the arch-shaped boundary between the SN and crus cerebri 
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in normal controls, and devised a shape-based marker 
using the distance from the midline of the SN to the lateral 
boundary of the SN. This arch shape was blurred and 
deformed in PD patients, presumably due to the release 
of neuromelanin into adjacent tissue with degeneration. A 
second study by the same team gathered 3D T2*-weighted 
images to also investigate the undulation of the lateral SN 
surface (43). In a more sophisticated three-dimensional 
approach to shape analysis, the authors reconstructed the 
surface mesh of the SN [and other nuclei (35)] in minute 
detail. They showed that the rostral part of the SN lateral 
surface was inflected in PD patients, and more so in patients 
with more severe symptoms. Similarly, one study evaluated 
a metric based on relaxometry values in the SN, showing 
that PD patients had a smaller mismatching area (6).

Albeit in small samples, with few direct comparisons 
to lower field strengths, these studies demonstrate the 
potential for morphological measurements gathered at 7T 
to distinguish PD patients from controls based on the shape 
of anatomical structures. Further morphological studies 
at 7T are needed to understand how it may be used for 
subtyping.

DBS surgical targeting

7T MRI has been applied to enhance the imaging of 
anatomy for DBS, to minimise error in planning the initial 
trajectory, and to minimise adverse effects by interference 
with adjacent structures. Precision of DBS stimulation is 
critical since, even within the STN, the placement of the 
DBS lead has a significant impact on patient outcomes (47).

In a first example, SWI, T2-weighted and T1-weighted 
imaging were used to segment and visualise the globus 
pallidus, red nucleus, SN and STN at both 3T and 7T (35). 
Substructures, such as the ventral intermediate nucleus, 
were detected and readily distinguished with greater clarity, 
and this capability was proposed to enhance the targeting 
for DBS surgery. An important study by Duchin et al. (19) 
was the first to demonstrate the power of 7T for creating 
a true patient-specific anatomical model for pre- and post-
DBS-surgery, with microelectrode validation. A later study 
used 7T MRI in 20 patients who underwent DBS to test 
whether the better morphological assessment could help 
improve electrode placement (48). Fusion of images from 
pre-operation (T1- and T2-weighted) with post-operative 
computed tomography (CT) scan was used to develop 
an interactive report with precise 3D visualisation of the 
electrode placement in relation to key structures. More 

fine-grained atlases of the globus pallidus and thalamus have 
been created using 7T MRI to aid in DBS targeting (49).  
More refined positioning could be achieved based on the 
connectomic properties of the region (29), for example 
in the STN and its subregional connectivity to motor 
regions versus associative, limbic or other regions (44). 
Clinical outcomes from DBS surgery with 7T-supported 
lead placement show clear improvement when patient-
specific anatomical targeting is used (29) (Figure 3C). In 
this case report, a PD patient with an implanted DBS 
lead experienced severe mood side effects and little 
improvement in motor symptoms, which were resolved 
by precise repositioning of the lead from the limbic to the 
sensorimotor area of the STN (29). In this case, 7T MRI 
was instrumental in creating a personalised detailed map 
of STN connectivity and DBS lead targeting (29). In this 
patient, the motor symptom severity was improved by 
71% within 16 weeks of lead repositioning and complete 
resolution of mood symptoms (29). Larger longitudinal 
studies which follow up after DBS, and use a patient-
specific anatomical model for lead placement are needed.

Atlases and segmentation tools

The improved capability of 7T MRI to depict small 
nuclei has been used to create intricate new atlases of 
PD-related brain regions (44,49). For example, studies 
mapped the mesopontine tegmental nuclei (cuneiform, 
pedunculotegmental, oral pontine reticular, paramedian 
raphe and caudal linear raphe) (50) and the STN (51), 
which are involved in motor function and affected in 
PD and other movement disorders. The authors created 
and validated a stereotactic probabilistic template in a 
standardised space of these nuclei using T2-weighted and 
fractional-anisotropy images at 7T, which previously was 
not possible at lower field strengths. Another study created 
an atlas of the LC, which has severe cell loss in PD, using 
a combination of T1-weighted and magnetisation-transfer 
imaging (52). The authors achieved a precise localisation 
across their sample, which is notable due to the small size 
of the LC in cross-section (~2 mm). Such atlases could 
be useful in other research studies at lower field strengths 
using a range of imaging modalities to identify and 
segment regions with greater precision and confidence. On 
the other hand, one strength of 7T MRI is that it allows 
the construction of patient-specific models of anatomy (19), 
removing the need for averaging of multiple images to 
create atlases, which has previously been required due to 
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low SNR/CNR.

Functional and diffusion-based structural connectivity

Structural and functional connectomic analysis using 
diffusion MRI is enhanced at 7T by greater possible 
angular/temporal resolution and greater SNR, which could 
help to better understand the mechanisms of affected 
regions in PD, and to aid in visualisation of important tracts 
for surgical planning.

One such study probabilistically mapped the connections 
of the basal ganglia in vivo using 7T diffusion MRI (41). 
Detailed reconstructions of pathways among the basal ganglia 
were possible, including for the SN and STN, and compared 
to fMRI functional connectivity data for the same regions. 
The functional territories (subregions) of the STN (44) and 
globus pallidus (49) have also been mapped using diffusion 
MRI connectomics at 7T (49). Diffusion MRI has also been 
applied at 7T to show differences even in small regions in 
fractional anisotropy, for example, of the STN in PD (23).

The enhanced capabilities of 7T MRI could therefore 
enable connectomic measurements with potential 
application for personalised brain mapping (53). However, 
7T MRI implementations of diffusion MRI have faced 
challenges which still limit its usefulness; in particular, 
the SAR is increased by employment of slice acceleration 
techniques, B0 inhomogeneities, and inhomogeneity of 
flip angle throughout the brain which lowers the SNR in 
peripheral brain regions like the cerebellum and inferior 
temporal lobes (54).

Subtyping and evaluation of atypical parkinsonisms

A pilot study at 7T showed nigral involvement in atypical 
parkinsonisms (55). By visual assessment of SWAN images, 
readers correctly rated all controls as normal and found that 
80% of patients had bilateral SN abnormalities [including 
patients with multiple system atrophy (MSA) and progressive 
supranuclear palsy (PSP)]. A further study in 26 patients 
(7 MSA and 3 PSP) and 30 controls also demonstrated the 
loss of N1 hyperintensity (56). Using SN volumes measured 
using 7T QSM, one study found differences between patient 
groups with bradykinesia/rigidity and tremor (8). Finally, 
rapid eye movement sleep behaviour disorder (RBD), which 
is a strong predictor of synuclein pathology, has been studied 
at 7T using SWI of the SN, which was abnormal in the 
majority of RBD patients and had high agreement with 
dopamine transporter (DAT) imaging (57).

Role in clinical workflow

Clinically, 7T MRI is a tool for resolving difficult cases or for 
research, taking an auxiliary position alongside existing MRI 
machines, rather than replacing them. PD referrals for 7T are 
clinically germane but not regarded as cost-efficient given the 
greater costs of infrastructure, labour, radiological reporting 
and mismatch in reimbursements. In a modified clinical 
imaging workflow, cases can be prioritised into 7T based on 
difficulty, characteristics of the case, and availability. The 7T 
MRI data should be supplemented by post-processing steps 
to provide additional value; for example, segmentations and 
fibre tracking for DBS candidates. New artificial intelligence 
(AI) tools could facilitate filtering of cases based on automatic 
detection of overt swallowtail sign loss at 3T (58).

Impact on clinical decision making

Diagnosis

One clinical issue that 7T MRI could help to address 
is uncertainty in diagnosis of suspected or early PD. In 
theory, improved imaging capability could allow radiologist 
assessment or quantitative biomarkers that have sufficient 
sensitivity and specificity to be clinically useful. Diagnostic 
performance must be considered through the lens of PD 
duration and severity, from pre-symptomatic, to prodromal, 
early, and late stages. The earlier in the disease process, the 
lower the sensitivity and specificity of classification based on 
changes in the neuromelanin-iron complex will be. Thus, 
importantly, current evidence for classification performance 
in diagnosed patients does not yet support classification 
performance in earlier stages.

None of the studies reviewed above provide evidence 
of diagnostic performance in pre-symptomatic, prodromal 
or early PD and have, so far, been limited in sample size 
while only reporting data for patients with established PD 
diagnoses. It may be that 7T MRI is not able to effectively 
diagnose PD in such patients, or due to the early state of 
the field or difficulties in acquiring such data. Nonetheless, 
there is no direct evidence currently showing that the 
improved image quality of 7T MRI improves the detection 
of PD before a diagnosis has already been made. To support 
this, sufficiently powered longitudinal studies are needed; to 
compare the suspected/pre-symptomatic phase MRI results 
against later-confirmed reference standard diagnoses.

On the other hand, evidence from diagnostic utility 
studies of PD patients with confirmed diagnoses shows 
good performance and improvements over 3T MRI (32,34). 
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Therefore, two key questions are (I) “how far along the 
spectrum of disease severity does this capability extend with 
clinically useful performance?” and (II) “how certain are the 
results in confirmed PD from a limited set of studies with 
limited sample sizes?”.

Subtyping and differential diagnosis of parkinsonisms

A related clinical challenge is uncertainty in differentiating 
PD from various forms of Parkinsonism. 7T MRI might 
provide new or improved radiological or quantitative 
assessments that are able to distinguish between PD 
and parkinsonisms, or subtypes of PD. Since atypical 
parkinsonism diagnosis and PD subtypes are determined on 
clinical grounds, then, in order to be useful, a 7T MRI must 
be able to either increase the confidence of this diagnosis or 
be able to predict it in advance.

The few published studies at 7T in this area (8,55,56) 
do not show evidence of either increased confidence or 
prediction. Furthermore, studies at lower field strengths are 
still unclear whether MRI can distinguish parkinsonisms, 
so further work is needed and currently clinical decision 
making in this area is not impacted by 7T MRI.

DBS surgery

It is imperative in DBS surgery that the imaging used 
during planning is accurate to avoid adverse effects and 
maximise the treatment efficacy. While MRI is used to 
determine the locations of key structures and the initial 
trajectory for the electrode, the final placement is usually 
determined by intraoperative microelectrode recording and 
test stimulations. As such, potential roles for 7T MRI in 
DBS surgery are in minimising error in the initial trajectory 
and limiting adverse effects by interference with important 
tracts and structures.

Current evidence suggests that, indeed, clinical outcomes 
can be improved and adverse effects reduced by 7T MRI-
guided DBS surgery, although more evidence with larger 
samples is needed in this area (29), and longitudinal studies 
are needed to compare the long-term outcomes from 
surgeries planned with 7T MRI versus those planned with 
3T MRI.

Monitoring neuropathology for progression and treatment 
response

Another clinical challenge is to determine the most effective 

PD treatments. Alongside conventional symptomatic 
improvement outcomes, clinical trials of PD treatments 
often aim to measure MRI-based markers as secondary 
outcomes. It is imperative in clinical trials to have accurate 
and precise outcome measures to (I) most effectively 
determine the treatment effect and (II) to understand the 
neuropathological response. 7T MRI may address this by 
providing more accurate biomarkers that link closely to 
pathophysiology. Secondly, with improved tools, it may be 
possible to measure neuropathological treatment effects on 
an individual basis to examine a patient’s response to new 
medication and determine the appropriate course of action. 
It may be that a neuropathological response occurs before 
symptomatic improvement manifests. In both applications, 
quantitative MRI based measures could feasibly be 
useful, but should improve on existing tools, like reduced 
dopaminergic activity in the putamen measured with 
18F-fluoro-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalnine positron emission 
tomography.

Studies at 7T MRI have proposed a host of new 
measurements for quantifying iron content and morphology 
of the SN. They also show that 7T MRI out-performs 3T 
MRI in terms of accuracy and precision. However, whether 
these improvements impact clinical decision making has 
not been sufficiently investigated. Studies are needed that 
compare 7T MRI-based quantitative measures with blood- 
and tissue-based measures of pathology, to show whether 
a tangible benefit is gained from this increased accuracy/
precision. If so, this may impact the selection of quantitative 
measurements for neuropathological monitoring, such as 
for clinical trial outcomes.

Strengths and limitations

A strength of this work is that it is presently the most up-
to-date and comprehensive review to our knowledge on 
7T MRI in PD, covering all relevant technologies and 
applications. A limitation is that we could not provide 
sufficient estimates of costs for 7T MRI, which may have 
been useful to prospective institutions; this was due to 
geographic variation and variation in cost structure. As 
a narrative review, we did not systematically include and 
evaluate all literature pertaining to this topic. Narrative 
reviews may be prone to selection bias, but we have 
attempted to provide a fair and balanced interpretation. 
On the other hand, this allowed more opportunity to 
contribute our insight and speculate on the possibilities for 
7T MRI in PD.
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Knowledge gaps and future work

There is a breadth of potential applications for 7T MRI in 
PD (Appendix 1). Future research should focus on showing 
how the clearly existing improvements in image quality at 7T 
can gain meaningful clinical translation into the radiological 
workflow and therapeutic trials. Surgical targeting studies 
using 7T MRI require long-term follow-up to evaluate the 
success rate, and frequency of adverse effects. Subtyping 
studies should make use of enhanced imaging and machine 
learning capabilities to (I) classify patients into de novo clinical 
subtypes and (II) use data-driven approaches to identify 
new subtypes. Identification of quantitative biomarkers 
based on iron content is a further area for exploration, for 
example in prodromal PD and in the subnuclei, such as N1 
versus nigrosomes 4 or 2 (59,60). There is a lack of clinical 
studies directly comparing 3T MRI with 7T MRI, which 
limits a true clinical evaluation. One noteworthy on-going 
longitudinal study is gathering 7T MRI, genetic, motor, 
cognitive and neuropsychiatric data on PD patients (61). 
There is a need for standardised 7T imaging protocols for 
PD and establishment of working groups to design and 
implement them. Finally, this area will need more studies 
on feasibility and patient perspectives to move forward with 
adoption. Once these are better supported, a long-term goal 
should be to determine whether the improvements to clinical 
outcome justify the additional costs.

Conclusions

Our review of technical advances and challenges for 7T 
MRI in PD shows that there are clear theoretic benefits 
available—some of which have special relevance for PD. 
Based on published clinical studies in PD, there is now a 
clearer emerging picture of the ways in which 7T MRI is 
beneficial for image quality and research. However, more 
work is needed to show whether these improvements in 
image quality will benefit clinical decision making. One 
area in which 7T MRI has shown tangible benefits to 
clinical decision making is in DBS surgical planning, but for 
diagnosis, differential diagnosis, subtyping and measurement 
of treatment response, further evidence is required in larger 
and earlier-stage cohorts. Moreover, any clinical benefits 
need to be great enough to justify the additional costs.
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Appendix 1

Information: potential applications of 7T MRI in PD

We identify six key applications of 7T MRI in PD, in areas which represent promise for future research and possible 
application in clinical practice.

(I) Biomedical discovery. Due to its multi-parametric nature and ability to non-invasively measure anatomic, functional 
and molecular state with high spatial resolution, 7T MRI could play a role in future biomedical and disease-
mechanism discovery in PD. Combined 7T MRI and electrophysiological studies could help to elucidate brain 
networks leading to manifestation of specific symptoms.

(II) Diagnosis. As shown above, studies are beginning to investigate the benefits of 7T for PD diagnosis, and early data 
suggest that it is a powerful tool for radiologists to accurately detect PD-related signs. Further work is needed in 
early and prodromal PD cohorts to test whether 7T MRI can expedite PD diagnoses.

(III) Surgical targeting. Studies show benefits of 7T MRI to DBS lead targeting. The recent rapid growth in application 
of this surgery will bring greater focus onto improved methods of targeting to lessen side effects and reduce the need 
for subsequent adjustments.

(IV) Tracking of progression. Improved methods for determining the state of PD progression are critical, and the 
capability of 7T MRI to accurately quantify iron content in small regions could be an important tool in this area.

(V) Biotyping and subtyping. Although data in this area are scarce, early studies show the possibility of differentiating PD 
from other Parkinsonian syndromes.

(VI) Clinical trial endpoints. Multiple articles reviewed above propose that 7T MRI could offer useful endpoints for 
clinical trials, to determine the effects of new interventions on the PD brain.
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